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The energy landscape is changing. 

“The global significance of small wind turbines was underestimated so 
far. The market potential is huge and there are numerous uses cases.” 

 

World Wind Energy Association 

Platzhalter	   Platzhalter	  

Renewable energies are well 
established and still growing. 

The energy landscape is getting 
more local and smarter. 
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The market is estimated to be €2bn in 2020. 

More then 150.000 turbines installed in the last 5 years. 
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Next generation small wind turbines. 

smart rotor blades 

smart control technology 

smart design 
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Precise. Wear-free. Cost-efficient. 

control technology 
(patent pending) 

adjustment of components 
(patent in preparation) 

control strategy 
(patent in preparation) 

broad technology basis for different sectors e.g. water or wind 
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Smaller dimensioning of all components. 

  Rated wind speed 
at 12 m/s 

Rated wind speed 
at 7 m/s 

hub including control technology (in kN) 0,25 0,05 

rotor blades(in kN) 0,76 0,15 

generator (in kW) 7,56 1,50 

inverter (in kW) 7,56 1,50 

mast (in kN) 2,52 0,50 

5-times smaller components 
up to 5-times lower costs 
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Record-breaking rotor blades. 

§  simulated efficiency of 53% 

§  aerodynamically robust, optimised on 
requirements of small wind turbines 

§  developed in cooperation with our partner 
aerodesignworks 
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A new standard in the small wind industry. 

Economics 
 
3-times more profitable due to 5-
times lower forces 

Operations 
 
easy installation and almost no noise 
emmissions 

Market potential 
 
low turbine costs and optimisation on 
low wind speeds enables big 
adressable market 

Design 
 
sophisticated and „cool“ design, no 
shadows, high usability 
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Attractive energy costs. 
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Product portfolio covering several segments. 

Small wind turbines for… 
 
 
§  households 

§  commercial buildings 

§  utilities and communities 
en2000 
 
1,5kW rated power 
5m in diameter 
up to 4.500kWh p.a. 
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Clean energy plus green image. 

clean energy for refridgerators, 
cashiers, lighting, etc. plus  green 
image 

more than 15.000 potential sites on 
supermarkets, gas stations, office 
buildings, etc. 
 
pilot project with renowned media 
company in Germany 
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Lean and capital efficient business model. 

enbreeze manufacturing and 
logistics marketing and sales 

§  R&D and construction 
§  Selection of manufacturing 

partners 
§  Selection and training of 

sales partners 
§  Marketing communication 

enbreeze maintains product ownership along the value chain 

§  Manufacturing partners 
from metal and plastics 
processing 

§  Purchsing of electronic 
and small components 

§  Logistics via partners 

§  site measurement, 
preparation and 
installation from partners 

§  Depending on segment, 
direct or indirect sales 
model 
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Multiple segments offer attractive applications. 

Households 
 
Farms 
 
Prefab houses 
 
Commercial rooftops 
 
Buildings in need of refurbishment 
 
Street lighting 
 
Purification plants 

Off-grid applications 
 
Developing countries 
 
Telecom masts 
 
E-mobility 
 
Micro wind farms 
 
Virtual power plants 
 
Existing masts 



enbreeze builds a local energy world. 

Martin Riedel (CEO) 
 
enbreeze GmbH 
Nattermannallee 1 
D-50829 Köln 
 
Tel. +49 221 99799597 
Mob. +49 151 52509292 
Fax. +49 (0)221 99783201 
Email. mr@enbreeze.com 
 
www.enbreeze.com 
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